The Gift of Strength, Stamina, and Health

The following is a recitation of the Ministry on Sunday Morning, August 25, 2013. The Lord showed that
this ministry should be shared with the body at large.

The word of the Lord must be fulfilled but the process of that fulfillment must also be submitted to the
Lord. The religious approach employed by Jehovah's Witnesses is not birthed by the Christ spirit
because the strategy that they employ is always the same -- they have a specific script that they follow
to convince you to receive their books. God's method (His Christ) stays the same, but His strategies vary
in order to affect the fulfillment of His word. Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit says The
Lord.

The Lord showed we should seek out opportunities for ministry. However, this does not mean that we
should of ourselves seek opportunities. Rather, we must seek the opportunities presented by his Christ
and we recognize that we can do nothing without his Christ which means we humble ourselves before
him to know what he wants to be done. In this we learn the ways of the Lord.

As long as we are in the body, we are in an earthen vessel, but the Spirit is ever growing and we are
becoming less flesh. The Spirit overflows, so it must cover the whole body until the body is no longer
visible. This is illustrated by a cup being filled with water. At some point the cup flows over as water
continues to flow into it so much so that the cup ceases being visible due to the abundant overflow and
covering of the water. Water is synonymous with the anointing of the Spirit. We must all come to the
perfect spirit (perfect alignment of spirit, soul, and body with Christ), but that's not enough. We must
go on to the mature spirit. An example is a toy that is perfectly designed but the user does not know
how to perfectly use it -- one who has the perfect spirit must mature to learn how to sustain. The
matured one knows the wisdom to perfectly use that which God has given.

Strength, stamina, and health

The enemy was given a block of time to fight what God purposed in terms of strength, stamina, and
health of God's Church and His Christ. The Lord on many occasions showed that Dr. Hunt's strength,
stamina, and health were hit a blow but God would always bring about renewal. Today it is not about

the enemy being able to cut short our strength, stamina, and health because our mentor, Dr. Hunt, has
overcome the world, flesh, devil, and death and we have likewise overcome the world, flesh, devil, and
are in the process of overcoming death (though some in the Church have already overcome death). To
ensure that we all fully overcome, God has given a bridge of the gift of watchfulness.

God’s strength gives us the ability to withstand the onslaught of the enemy. God’s stamina allows us to
continue to stand in the face of attacks. God's health serves to continuously renew us. An example is a
boxing match against Mike Tyson. Mike Tyson was known for his furious attacks as soon as the fight
began. In many cases he was able to score a knockout within the first round because of his aggression.
Fighters eventually learned that the key to defeating Tyson was to withstand his initial attack -- if they
could get past the first round then they can stand toe to toe with him and test his stamina. If they could
hang in long enough, they found his health would fail and they could beat him on points or score a
knockout.

It is necessary for God to bring the Church to a certain level before He takes Dr. Hunt out of the body.
Until those things are brought to pass, Dr. Hunt must physically remain here. The gift in Dr. Hunt
(strength, stamina, and health) will be passed on to the body of Christ so that there is no lack when he
transitions out. An example of this principle is the ministry regarding weight loss. Dr. Hunt has
shepherded us (by God’s strength) through the process of losing the weight of sin and death. He has
also given us the prescription to maintain (stamina) proper weight through holy living. Finally, he has
caused us to be healthy by continuously covering for us and bringing us back when we stray. In Dr.
Hunt’s physical absence, we are not to revert back to former ways but to continue with healthy (holy)
living.

Content, Process, and Product: God shows forth His strength via His word which can be seen as content
or knowledge such as The Ellison Model, Seven Step Process, 3 in 1 book, international library, etc. The
application of the content in application is the process of God’s Church being brought to overcoming
power which speaks to God’s stamina. As overcomers, the end product of constant spiritual renewal
(health) is our ability to reign with God as His Christ.

There are things that God delayed in fulfilling because it was necessary for God to bring Christ the
Church to the level that God has spoken. It is more needful that Dr. Hunt remain in the body for a short
while longer to ensure that Christ fulfills the word that God has spoken. In the near future Dr. Hunt will
be transformed out of this body, and the gift of strength, stamina, and health will not be taken with him
but left unto his body to be as he is.

